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ABSTRACT OF PAPER
A discussion of the significance and usefulness of deviation,

peak factor, harmonic factor and curve factor, is followed by
a similar discussion of the differential distortion factor a (which
is the distortion factor of the Standardization Rules) and a
corresponding integral distortion factor u- defined in this paper.
Each factor has its own significance as a numerical measure of
the departure of an irregular wave from a pure sine wave and
hence has a special usefulness for special purposes, as well as
a general usefulness as an indicator of wave distortion. A
possible factor combining s and o- is suggested. The variation
of different factors with the phase, amplitude and frequency
of harmonics is given. All the factors vary with the amplitudes
of the harmonics; some factors are independent of their phase
positions, while other factors are independent of their frequen-
cies. Each factor has, therefore, its own characteristics. The
importance of a and a- and their combination is enhanced by
the possibility of their use in alternating-current theory and
calculation.

THE WAVE shape of an alternating current or electro-
motive force is completely defined by a curve that shows

the value of the current or electromotive force at each instant
of time during a cycle. Such a curve contains complete in-
formation in regard to the shape of the wave in a way that is
satisfactory for many purposes; but it does not give this in-
formation in numerical form, convenient for calculation and
practical use. Complete information in a numerical form can
be given by an equation of the curve, expressed usually as a
series of sine terms,-but such an equation is cumbersome
for daily use even in the hands of experts acquainted with its
significance, and in the hands of others it is meaningless.

It is desirable, therefore, to be able to define a wave shape-
to a certain extent at least, even if its complete characteristics
are not defined-by a factor, coefficient or percentage which will
be convenient to use and readily understood. Such a factor
commonly indicates the departure of the wave from some
standard, and for a standard a sine wave is generally used.
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The departure from a standard sine wave may be indicated
in a way to be useful for general purposes only, as in case of
deviation, or in a way to be useful for some specific purpose, as
in case of peak factor (useful in testing of insulation) or of form
factor (useful in connection with hysteresis loss but without
general significance, as discussed in the preceding paper on
form factor). These various factors for indicating the amount
of wave distortion will be found to have varying degrees of
usefulness both in theoretical investigation and in practical
application. They are usually employed to indicate the distor-
tion of voltage wave form, but may be used in a like manner to
indicate the distortion of a current wave form when occasion
arises.
The curve which is compared with the standard sine curve

may be the curve of the actual wave itself or it may be the dif-
ferential or integral of that curve, as in the case of differential
distortion factor and of integral distcrtion factor discussed later.
Furthermore, for the standard sine curve of reference we may
use the equivalent sine curve, as in the determination of devia-
tion; or we may use the fundamental sine curve, as in the de-
termination of curve factor and harmonic faclor.

It is seen, therefore, that a variety of numerical factors are
obtainable each with its own significance. It is the purpose
of this paper to bring out certain characteristics of these several
factors for comparison and to show the special significance of
each, without attempting to give a detailed discussion of their
determination or application. It is hoped that this may serve
to open a discussion of the treatment of alternating currents
of irregular wave shape, both in practise and in theory, by those
particularly interested in such treatment. For greatest use-
fulness, a distortion factor should be definite and determinable,
should be.convenient as a general measure of wave distortion
and should have such a significance that it can be used in mak-
ing alternating current calculations.

DEVIATION
Deviation is determined by a direct comparison of the wave

itself (rather than its differential or integral) with a sine wave
of equal r.m.s. value. This sine wave is the equivalent sine
wave and is so superposed for comparison that the maximum
difference between it and the wave being studied is made as
small as possible. Under these conditions, the maximum dif-
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ference between corresponding ordinates, divided by the maxi-
mum value of the sine wave, is the deviation. To obtain devia-
tion, the irregular curve and the equivalent sine curve may be
plotted for comparison in rectangular or in polar coordinates,
the latter having certain advantages for this purpose pointed
out by L. W. Chubb (TRANSACTIONS, p. 838, Vol. XXXII.).

Although a direct comparison with a sine wave would seem
to be the simplest possible measure of deviation, such a com-
parison in the manner described can only be made by a cut and
try process and is not susceptible to simple mathematical
analysis. Deviation has a certain obvious common sense mean-
ing but, so far as wre can ascertain, its value does not have a

significance (such as is possessed
by some of the factors discussed
later) that can be used in calcula-

/Xt/\ tion.
Deviation indicates the departure

from a sine curve in amount but
not in kind. It gives no indica-
tion whether a wave is peaked or
flat, regular or irregular, etc.; waves
with the same deviation may have
very different form factors, peak
factors and differential and integral
distortion factors.

Fig. 1 shows four wave shapes,
very different in form, consisting
of a fundamental and a third har-

FIG. 1 monic equal to 0.30 of the funda-
mental placed in various phase

positions. The deviation is approximately 0.325 when the
phase angle 03 =0 0. 295 when 63 = 20 deg.; 0. 29 when 03 =

40 deg.; 0. 32 when 63 = 60 deg. It is seen that the deviation
is not far from constant and that its value difTers but little from
the value of the harmonic, 0. 30.
The deviation is measured in terms of the equivalent sine

wave, while the harmonic is measured in terms of the funda-
mental sine wave, and these two sine waves are not coincident
either in phase or amplitude. The ratio of their amplitudes
is the curve factor, discussed later, but there is no simple rela-
tion between their phase positions. There is, accordingly, no
relation between deviation and the amplitude of the harmonic
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or harmonics present that is simple and exact, although as in
Fig. 1 the two may be nearly equal when only one harmonic
is present.

Deviation is defined in the Standardization Rules of the
Institute and although not in extensive use, it has an obvious
practical significance.

CURVE FACTOR AND HARMONIC FACTOR
Curve factor is the ratio of the r.m.s. value of a wave to the

r.m.s. value of the fundamental.
Harmonic factor is the ratio of the r.m.s. value of all the

harmonics of a wave, exclusive of the fundamental, to the
r.m.s. value of the fundamental.
The term curve factor has been in use, but the term harmonic

factor we believe has not.
Let E and E1 be the respective r.m.s. values of an irregular

wave and its fundamental; let Eh be the r.m.s. value of all
the component harmonics, taken collectively, without the

00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~10E H =0 1.0 1000e FaU- 0.10
FIG. 2A-QUADRATURE RELA- FIG. 2B-RELATION BETWEEN

TION BETWEEN FUNDAMENTAL, E1, CURVE FACTOR AND HARMONIC
AND COLLECTIVE HARMONICS, Eh FACTOR

fundamental. From the r.m.s. principle* that the r.m.s. value
of an alternating quantity is the square root of the sum of the
squares of the r.m.s. value of its harmonic components, we have
the following relations:

1/2
Eh = (Es' + E62 + E72 + ...

1/2
E = (E12 + Eh2)

- E12 X E1,

= (1 + h2)1/2 X E1.

The harmonic factor h represents the combined harmonics
in terms of the fundamental E1, taken as unity. It is seen that h is
independent of the phase and order of the several harmonics.
One harmonic has the same weight as any other and it makes
no difference whether many harmonics or only one are present.

*For reference to proof, see the preceding paper on Form Factor.
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h X 100 is the value of the combined harmonics expressed as
a percentage of the fundamental.
From the foregoing, we have

Curve factor = EIE, = (1 + h2). 1/2
By a convenient approximation,

Curve factor = (1 + h2)1/2 = 1 + (h2 . 2).
As an illustrationi, let E, = 100 and let the collective har-

monics be 10%o of the fundamental. The harmonic factor then
is h = 0.10. The curve factor is 1.005 and the r.m.s. value
of the total wave is 100. 5, as shown in Figs. 2A and 2B. With
h known, curve factor can be accurately calculated. The re-
verse calculation, however, is not so accurate, for a small error
in curve factor will make a large error in h.

1.70

~1.60

1.414- 2 X -- D - 1

O~ 1O- 20- 30F 40/ 504/ -60i 70~ $O 90 100' 1l0' 120/
PHASE ANGLE,03

FIG. 3-VARIATION OF PEAK FACTOR WITH PHASE OF THIRD HARMONIC

Curve factor and harmonic factor are useful in their applica-
tion but difficult in their deterrnination. In an induction
motor, the r.m.s. line voltage divided by curve factor gives the
fundamental and this alone gives torque to the rotor.

PEAK FACTOR
Peak factor or crest factor is the ratio of the maximum to the

r.m.s. value and is 1. 414 for a sine wave. So far as the third
harmonic is concerned, the peak factor will be a maximum
when the phase angle 03 = 60° and a minimum when 03 = 0°
or 1200, as shown in Fig. 3. The variation of 03 from 0° to
1200 represents all possible values, for beyond these limits the
curves shown in Fig. 3 repeat themselves. A simple expression
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for peak factor in terms of the amplitude and phase of the
harmonic or harmonics present is, we believe, not obtainable.
The curves in Fig. 3 were obtained by a partly analytical and
partly graphical process.
Peak factor has an importance in various tests, particularly

in insulation testing, and may be calculated from the measured
r.m.s. and maximum values. One of the best methods for de-
termining the maximum value of a voltage wave experimentally
is to measure with a d-c. instrument and synchronous com-
mutator the current taken by a condenser connected across
the circuit to be tested.1

DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL DISTORTION FACTORS
In an alternating current circuit many effects do not depend

directly upon the value of some particular alternating quantity
but depend upon the differential or upon the integral of that
quantity with respect to time. The value of its differential
or integral is, therefore, in many respects of as much importance
as the value of the quantity itself. This. is the case when a
circuit contains inductance or capacitv.
When a quantity varies as a sine ftunction of the time, both

the differential and the integral of the quantity are likewise
sine functions and so have the same wa-ve shape as the original
quantity. In the case of an irregtular wave, however, its dif-
ferential and its integral are distorted, each in a particular
manner, so as to have wave shapes that differ from the wave
shape of the original quantity and from each other. The dis-
tortion either of the differential wave or of the integral wave,
compared with a sine wave as a standard, may, therefore, be
taken as a measure of the distortion of the original wave itself.
The two results will be different in their numerical values and
in their significance and application.

Based on the foregoing are the following definitions:
The differential distortion factor (6) of a wave is the ratio of

the r.m.s. value of the first derivative of the wave with respect
to time, to the r.m.s. value of the first derivative of the equiv-
alent sine wave.
The integral distortion factor (of) of a wave is the ratio of the

r.mn.s. value of the integral of the wave with respect to time
to the r.m.s. value of the integral of the equivalent sine wave.

1. See Chubb and Fortescue, A. I E. E. TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 32,
1913. p. 739; F. Bedell, Electrical World, Vol. 62, 1913, p. 378; F. Bedell,
Joufrnal of the Franklin Institute, Oct. 1913.
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It will be seen that the factor 6 is the distortion factor as now
defined in the Standardization Rules of the Institute. The
corresponding factor ar, based on the integral instead of the
differential relation, will also, it is believTed , be found useful,
both in itself and in conjunction with 6. A following paper,
by F. M. Mizushi, shows the application of these factors 6
and oa and of 1/ 6o = -cos T in obtaining certain solutions for
non-harmonic alternating currents. These factors become more
desirable as they are given a rational as well as an empirical basis.
The significance of a and o- is brought out in the subsequent
paragraphs.

DIFFERENTIAL DISTORTION FACTOR
Let e be the instantaneous value of an irregtular voltage

wave and let e' be the instantaneous value of its equivalent
sine wave. If x is a variable proportional to time (x = cwt),
the differential distortion factor is, by the foregoing definition,

6 = r.m.s. (de . dx) . r.m.s. (de' . dx).
The irregular wave, e, may be represented in the well-known

manner bv a fundamental sine term and a series of harmonics;
thus,

e = Elmax sin x + E3max sin 3(x + 03)
+ E5max sin 5(x + 05) +

Hence,

de +. dx = Elmax cos X + 3 E3max cos 3 (x + 03)
+ E&max cos 5 (x + 05) +

By the r.m.s. principle alreadv referred to, we have then

r.m.s. (de +. dx) = (E12 + 9E32 + 25E52 + ...)/2
where E1, E3, etc., are r.m.s. values.

For the equivalent sine wave, wAe have, in a like manner,

e'= Emaxz sin (x + a);
de' *. dx - Emax cos (x + a);

r.m.s. (de' . dx) = E = (E12 + E32 + E52 + )l/2

The differential distortion factor is, accordingly,

(E12 + 9E32 -- 25E52 + )1/26 (E12 + E23+ E52 + )1/2

In this last equation E1, E3, E5, may be either maximum or
r.m.s. values.
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It is seen that 8 depends only upon the amplitude and the
order or frequency of the several harmonic components, being
independent of their relative phase positions. a is unity for a
sine wave and is greater than unity for an irregular wave by
an amount that increases with the amplitude and order of the
harmonics present. In the foregoing discussion, terms for odd
harmonics only have been introduced; terms for even harmonics
can be introduced in a like manner.
When only one harmonic is present, the variation of a with

the amplitude of the harmonic is shown by the curves in Fig. 4;
each curve is drawn for a particular harmonic, the amplitude
of which is expressed in terms of the fundamental which is
taken as unity. The curves in Fig. 4 for the third, fifth, seventh
and ninth harmonics approach the values 3, 5, 7 and 9, respec-
tively, as their amplitudes approach infinity. The variation

7.0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7'
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FIG. 4-VARIATION OF DOIs- FIG. 5-VARIATION OF Dis-
TORTION FACTOR 6. WITH AM- TORTION FACTOR 6, WITH ORDER
PLITUDE OF HARMONIC OF HARMONIC

of a with the order of the harmonic is shown in Fig. 5. Figs.
4 and 5 indicate that a increases in a regular and more or less
uniform manner with the frequency and amplitude of any single
harmonic present. It is seen that more weight is given to an
harmonic of high frequency than to an harmonic of low fre-
quency; whether this is an advantage or otherwise will depend
upon the point of view and upon the nature of the case under
consideration.
When more than one harmonic is present, the result is not so

regular and is not so easv to interpret.
It may be shown that the current flowing into a condenser

is directly proportional to 6; that is, I = 6 CwE. It is seen,
therefore, that 6 is directly proportional to the condenser ad-
mittance and inversely proportional to the condenser reactance.
Experimental methods for determining 6 are thus indicated,
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as well as definitions for 6 in terms of condenser current, con-
denser admittance or condenser reactance. Thus, in terms of
reactance,

1 E
Cct) * I

which gives the definition:
The differential distortion factor a of a distorted voltage

wave is the ratio of the reactance (1 . C) of a condenser on
a sinusoidal voltage to its reactance (E/I) on the distorted
voltage.

Suggestions as to the measurement of differential distortion

.4

1O.-.2 .3 .8
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F'IG. 6-VARIATION OF DiSTORTION FACTOR 0, AND OF 1/O9, WITH AmPLI-
TUDEFi OF HARMONIC

factor and its definition will be found in a paper' by C. M.
Davis and in its discussion.

INTEGRAL DiSTORTION FACTOR

According to the definition already givTen, the integral dis-
tortion factor has a value

o'= r.m.S.}edx .- r.m.s.{e'dx,

where e and e' are the instantaneous val-ues of an irregular
wave and its equivalent sine wave, respectively, and x is pro-
portional to time.

2. " A Proposed Wave Shape Standard ", TRANSACTIONS, A. I. E. E.,
p. 775, Vol. XXXII, 1913; discussion, pp. 831-845.
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Substituting for e a series of sine terms, as before, and inte-
grating, we have

Jedx = Elmax CcO X - E3max COs 3(x + 03)+. . .

and

r.m.s.Jedx = K12 + - E32 + lE5E +

We have, also, for the equivalent sine wave

e' = Emax sin (x + a);

{ e' dx = -Emax cos (x + a);

O 1/2
r.m.s. e' dx = E = (E2 + E32 +E52 + ...)

The integral distortion factor is, accordingly,

(F1+1 1 1/2

(E21 + gE3' + E52 +*9 5
ff (E12 + E3' + E15 + )1/2

In this last equation, El, E3, E, etc., may be either maximum
or r.m.s. values.

It is seen that the factor o, as well as the factor 8, depends
solelv upon the amplitude and order of the various harmonics,
and is independent of their phase positions. Each factor is
unity for a sine wave. Distortion from a sine wave makes o
less than unity, whereas, as has been sho-wn, it makes O greater
than unity. The frequency of an harmonic has less effect on
the value o- than on the value of 6.

In Fig. 6 is shown the variation of o and 1/v with the ampli-
tude of the harmonic wThen the 3rd, or 5th harmonic alone is
present. For any harmonic higher than the 5th, the values of
a- and 1/a- are practically the same as for the 5th; thus, for an
harmonic equal to 0.60, a- is 0.864 for the 5th, 0.861 for the
7th, 0.86 for the 9th harmonic. (This holds for harmonics of
reasonable finite amplitudes, but not when the amplitudes
approach infinity; a- then approaches 1/3, 1/5, 1/7 and 1/9
for the 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th harmonics, respectively.)

Fig. 7 shows how little variation there is of a- and 1/a- with
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the order of the harmonic. It will be recalled that (5,on the
other hand (see Fig. 5), varies practically in proportion to
the order of the harmonic.
To see what relation there may be between o- and 6, curves

are plotted in Fig. 8 showing the values of o- and l/lo corres-
ponding to different values of 6. It is seen that there is no
simple relation connecting these quantities.

It can be shown that inductive reactance on a distorted volt-
age wave is inversely proportional to o-; that is,

I = oE *. L@w; o = Lw * (E/I).
Hence the definition:
The integral distortion factor a of a distorted voltage wave
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1. 100% 6, E
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I 10% 1 -s

1.3

0.90 1.0 24
- - DISTORTION600.9
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0.6~~~~~~~~~6
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£3E5 E7 -E - 0.0 I.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.01ORD£IL.QF HARMONIC.. ~~~~~DISTORTION FACTORd6
FIG. 7-VARIATION OF Dis- FIG. 8-RELATION BETWEEN a.
TORTION FACTOR , AND OF i/0, AND 6.
1/u, WITH ORDER OF HARMONIC

is the ratio of the inductive reactance (Lw) of a coil on a sinu-
soidal voltage to its reactance on the distorted voltage. The
reactance on the distorted wave for most purposes can be con-
sidered as being equal to E/I, for a small resistance included
with the reactance would introduce but little error, on account
of the fact that the effects of resistance and reactance are in
quadrature. In precise measurements a correction for resist-
ance might be applied.

COMBINED DISTORTION FACTOR
As there are certain merits in each of the distortion factors

a and o-, and also corresponding disadvantages, according to
whether it is desirable to give more or less weight to the higher
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harmonics, a combined factor might be found-a useful com-
promise that would be free from the objections to either one
alone. Furthermore, in alternating current calculation, as
brought out in the following paper by Mr. Mizushi, certain
results depend not upon the factor a or the factor o- alone, but
upon their product 3u, and upon T = -cos-I (1 du). Figs.
9, 10 and 11 are, accordingly, drawn to show the characteristics
of these combined factors.

Fig. 9 shows the variation of b8o and 1/so- with the amplitude
of harmonic.

Fig. 10 shows the systematic
variation of bo with the order _ _ -
of the harmonic.

Fig. 11 shows the variation of - -_ _ 7 _
the angle T --cos' (1 .-a)
with the amplitude of harmonic. /

Aside from the special signifi- . - - -
cance of these combined factors /
in alternating-current calcula-
tion, they may have a general E

application as a measure of wave 2.0.
distortion.

If an inductive reactance and - -_ - __
a capacity reactance are con-
nected in parallel across a cir- lo -_ _
cuit, the voltage distortion of E

which is under consideration, H< 0.5 E4- - - - -
1 +3o- is the cosine of the effec- 9

tive phase difference between the D.2.20 3 .40 .0 -.60 0.7O .90 1.0
AMPEITUDE-OF HARMONIC

currents flowing in them. This FIG. 9
suggests possibilities of measure-
ment, should it be found worth while, by some kind of split
dynamometer, phase meter or power factor meter, that would
give the value of cos T and would thus indicate the amount
of wave distortion. (Possible error due to resistance in the
inductance would have to be taken into consideration). This
is a suggestion rather than a recommendation. Possibly some
other combination of a and u- than the one here suggested
might prove practicable.

CONCLUSION
It is seen that there is a variety of factors, any one of which

may be used as an indication of wave distortion. These factors,
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however, differ in their significance and give different weights
to various elements or characteristics of wave distortion. Thus,
peak factor and form factor (see the paper on form factor
immediately preceding) are much affected by the phase rela-
tions of the component waves; deviation is less affected, while
crest factor, harmonic factor, and the differential and integral
distortion factors are not at all affected thereby.

Again, the differential distortion factor gives great weight
to the order of an harmonic component, an harmonic of higher
frequency having a much greater influence on the value of the
factor than an harmonic of lower frequency and the same
amplitude, while the integral distortion factor gives little
weight to the order of an harmonic, and curve factor and har-
monic factor give to it no weight at all.
5.0

.60

2.
- , 40S

:101 2--';1 nW '.Y
E3 E5 Eg 0 .10 20 .30 AO .50 .60 .70 0.9. 1.0

ORDER OF HARMONIC AMPlTUDE OF HARMONIC

FIG. 10-VARIATION 6J WITH FIG. 11-VARIATION OF (J
ORDER OF HARMONIC =COS 1/ba WITH AMPLITUDE OF

HARMONIC

Each factor, therefore, with its emphasis on particular char-
acteristics, is suited for its own special use; thus, peak factor
and form factor are useful for certain purposes alreadv referred
to, differential distortion factor and integral distortion factor
are useful for theoretical calculations, etc.
As a general indicator of wave distortion, any one of several

factors would be suitable-deviation, the curve and harmonic
factors, the differential or integral distortion factor, or a com-
bination of these two. Important elements in the selection
of a factor are its availability, or the readiness with which it
may be determined from the available data, experimental or
otherwise, and the definiteness of its significance. The harmonic
factor, or percentage of the combined harmonics, is very defi-
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nite in its significance, for it states exactly the components
of a wave that are present in addition to the fundamental sine
wave and so gives directly the information that is desired for
many purposes; but this factor seems hardly available for
general use as there is no ready method for determining it.
In this respect the distortion factors a and a or a combination
of the two offer, it is believed, perhaps, the greatest possibilities
for usefulness. Their value is enhanced by their specific use-
fulness in alternating current calculation.

APPENDIX I.
DEFINITIONS AND VALUES OF VARIOUS FACTORS

Factor Definition Value

r.m.s. voltage (E12 + E32 + )/2
Form factor, 1.1107

f. average voltage El + 1/3 E3 cos 3 03 +..,

maximum deviation from equivalent sine weve
Deviation

maximum value of equivalent sine wave

maximum voltage
Peak factor

r.m.s. voltage

Harmonic factor, r.m.s. of harmonics (E32 + E52 + E72+2 )1/2

h. r.m.s. of fundamental El

Curve factor r.m.s. voltage (E12 +E32 +E52 + E722 * 1/2

(1 + h2).1/2 r.m.s. of fundamental El

Differential r.m.s. (de .+dt) (E12+(3E3)2 +(5E)2 +. )1/2
distortion factor,

8. r.m.s. (de' -.dt)* (E12 + E32 + E62 +) 1/2

Integral r.m.s. f edt E12 +(1/3E3)2 +(1/5E5)2 + ) /2
distortion factor, r.m.s. fe'dt El2 + E32 + E62 +. ) l

*NOTE: e' is instantaneous voltage of equivalent sine curve.
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APPENDIX II.
NUMERICAL VALUES OF CERTAIN FACTORS

a 1/ b_ /I 1

E3 = 10% 1.04 0.996 1.004 1.036 0.971 130-50'
E3 = 20% 1.14 0.983 1.017 1.12 0.894 26°-40'
E3 = 30% 1.29 0.963 1.038 1.24 0.806 360-20'
E3 = 40% 1.45 0.937 1.067 1.36 0.736 420-40'
E3 = 50% 1.61 0.907 1.102 1.46 0.685 460-45'
E3 = 60% 1.76 0.875 1.143 1.54 0.650 490_30O
E3 = 70% 1.91 0.841 1.189 1.60 0.625 51°-20'
E3 = 80% 2.03 0.808 1.238 1.64 0.610 520-20'
E3 = 90% 2.14 0.775 1.290 1.66 0.602 53°o00'
E3 =100% 2.23 0.745 1.342 1.66 0.602 530_ooQ

* = 10% 1.11 0.995 1.005 1.104 0.907 240-50'
E6 = 20% 1.39 0.981 1.019 1.363 0.730 430-10'
Es = 30% 1.73 0.960 1.041 1.66 0.602 53°o00o
E5 = 40% 2.08 0.932 1.073 1.94 0.516 590o00?
E5 = 50% 2.41 0.900 1.111 2.17 0.461 620-30'
E5 = 60% 2.71 0.864 1.157 2.34 0.428 640-40'
E5 = 70% 2.98 0.828 1.208 2.46 0.407 660-00'
E5 = 80% 3.22 0.791 1.264 2.54 0.394 660-50'
E5 = 90% 3.42 0.755 1.324 2.58 0.388 670-10'
E5 =100% 3.61 0.722 1.385 2.61 0.384 670-35'

E7 10% 1.21 0.995 1.005 1.20 0.833 330-30'
E7= 20% 1.69 0.981 1.019 1.66 0.602 53°-00'
E7 = 30% 2.23 0.959 1.043 2.14 0.463 620-25'
E7 = 40% 2.76 0.930 1.075 2.56 0.390 670-00'
E7= 50% 3.26 0.897 1.115 2.93 0.342 700-00'
E7 60% 3.70 0.861 1.161 3.18 0.314 710-40'
E7= 70% 4.10 0.823 1.215 3.37 0.297 720-40'
E7 = 80% 4.43 0.786 1.272 3.48 0.287 730-20'
E7= 90% 4.74 0.749 1.335 3.55 0.282 730-35'
E7 =100% 5.00 0.714 1.400 3.57 0.280 730-45'

Eg = 10% 1.34 0.995 1.005 1.33 0.752 41°-10'
Eg = 20% 2.02 0.981 1.019 1.98 0.505 59o040'
Eg = 30% 2.76 0.959 1.043 2.65 0.378 670-50'
Eg = 40% 3.47 0.930 1.075 3.22 0.310 72°-00'
Eg = 50% 4.12 0.896 1.116 3.69 0.271 740-20'
Eg = 60% 4.70 0.860 1.163 4.04 0.248 750_40Q
E9 = 70% 5.22 0.820 1.219 4.28 0.234 760-30'
* = 80% 5.68 0.784 1.275 4.45 0.225 770-00'
* = 90% 6.06 0.746 1.340 4.52 0.221 77°-101
Eg =100% 6.40 0.712 1.404 4.55 0.220 770-20'


